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FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS
AND FAMILY OPERATED 
GLOBAL FARMING PROJECTS

Lovenature Superfoods is founded by the three brothers Frank, 

Dario and Iván Arrigazzi, whose family has a long history in the 

organic superfoods business.

Our business features small-scale, family-run farm projects 

worldwide that produce a variety of organic ingredients, from 

superfood seeds, to coconut derivatives, to unrefined sugar, cocoa 

and vanilla.

Beyond IFS certification, we also o�er EU Euro Leaf Organic 

and OF&G Organic certifications and are working toward 

SMETA and B Corp certifications, ensuring a positive impact 

environmentally and societally.
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Our values:
”Human connection,  
qual i ty,  excel lence,  
beyond organic standards”

"Uganda Gold" premium vanilla beans are some of the world's 

most sought-after, rarest vanilla beans.

They o�er an even more robust bouquet than Madagascar's 

premium vanilla, with rich, oaky flavor notes.

Our Organic Vanilla is grown with love by our dedicated 

farmers within Uganda's lush Mabira Rainforest.

The Vanilla is matured on the vine for a minimum of 3 years, 

then pollinated by hand over 90 days. Once harvested, it is 

cured for a minimum of 60 days before blanching and 

sweating for 3 weeks. Finally it is naturally sundried by our 

loving farmers for 6 to 7 weeks.

Our Premium Vanilla is both conventional and Organic 

Certified (USDA/NOP, EU, JAS).

Our vanilla is always 100% pesticide, chemical fertilizer and 

GMO-free. Our vanilla is processed to the highest International 

standards in our BRC-certified facility utilizing an advanced 

HACCP food safety plan.
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Beyond cured vanilla beans, we 
also have premium organic 
vanilla powder and fresh vanilla 
(ideal for medicinal purposes).
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WWW.LOVENATUREAFRICA.COM

THE NETHERLANDS

+45 81 61 50 29

hello@lovenaturesuperfoods.com

Jan Pieterszoon Coenstraat 7

2595 WP

UGANDA

+256 70 568 5243

hello@lovenatureafrica.com

Plot 15B, Coral Crescent

Lower Kololo Terrace, Kampala

LOVENATURE HEADQUARTERS


